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1. Introduction
This document provides a description of the Model‐based Web Service Orchestration engine integrated in
the SoA specified and developed in the SOCRADES project, and the associated design engineering tools. An
early prototype version of the model‐based orchestration engine has been delivered as deliverable D5.2.1
[18]. The difference to the previous delivery is the separation of the design, analysis and simulation tool from
the model‐based engine and the integration with the decision support module. Apart from that the engine
has undergone major modification in order to make it more modular and adaptable particularly for
embedding it into resource constraint devices.

1.1. Overview of SOCRADES Architecture
One of the main targets of SOCRADES project is to create a consistent architecture that can provide the
flexibility and dynamicity required by the next generation of automation systems. SOCRADES is
fundamentally based on the adoption and integration of the concepts provided by Service‐Oriented
Architecture (SOA) along all levels of the manufacturing control and automation pyramid. Considered at the
lowest level of this approach are the devices available on the factory floor, which may offer their complex
functionality as service interfaces encapsulated by web standards. This mechanism is very important since it
permits the loose integration of different types of devices, independently of the manufacturer or underlying
technology. Figure 1 shows the SOCRADES control architecture, which, besides services, also includes other
components such as Orchestration Engine(s), Orchestrator, and a Decision Support System.
The manufacture of a specific product depends on a set of production processes that must be controlled
according to the production plan. This means that the execution of services representing different
production processes must be orchestrated (i.e., sequenced and synchronized) by an Orchestration Engine
(OE). According to Figure 1, there may be more than one OE available in the production system at a time.

Figure 1: SOCRADES control architecture
(a) A HLPN‐based OE “knows” the sequence of services (atomic or composite) that must be executed in
order to perform a particular part of a production process. Instances of OEs are configured and deployed
according to the layout restrictions and requirements provided by the physical configuration of the
production system. Specific production processes in a flexible system are realized either by use of a decision
support system alone that provides routing functions, selection of matching production services etc. or by
usage of a multi‐layered orchestration.
(b) A BPEL‐based OE “knows” the sequence of atomic services that must be executed in order to produce a
specific product, and at the same time, it provides a higher level service interface representing the complete
production sequence. Instances of OEs are created and deployed by an Orchestrator according to the
production requirements.
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The Decision Support System (DSS) integrated by a Multi‐Agent System is explained in more detail by
deliverables D5.4.2, D5.4.1 and D2.1.

1.2. SOCRADES Model-based Orchestration Engine
The model‐based orchestration engine and an integrated decision support component are implemented as
additional functional modules based on the component framework specification for devicelevel service
platform (SOCRADES D2.1). The modelling language derives from Petri Net specifications compliant to [16]
with high‐level extensions, such as time considerations, property system and customizable token game
engine. Hereinafter it is being referred to as High‐Level Petri Net (HLPN).

1.3. SOCRADES BPEL-based Orchestration Engine
The BPEL framework in the Orchestration Tools has not undergone large‐scale conceptual changes since
deliverable D5.2.1 [18] although the software implementation has been updated. However, the use of
ontologies and the new Ontology Service are a recent addition to the Orchestration Tools.

2. Model-based Orchestration Engine and Tools
Based on the requirements of both physical hardware and the project, it was decided that the basic building
blocks that compose the distributed system should be configurable software components assuming different
tasks. Therefore, the software components were designated as “bots” (that have the so called “orchestration
engine” embedded inside) and are able (in a service‐oriented fashion) coordinate their activity and proceed
also to collaboration processes with other components in the system. Communication to other software
components in the system (for example other bots) is done via the exposition of services as well as the
requesting of necessary services from others. To design, configure and maintain bots, there is a need of
specific tools, that are user‐friendly and speed‐up the development, using a high‐level programming
approach (visual languages).

Figure 2: Concept of the automation bot.
Since services aren’t isolated entities exposed by the intervenient software components, there should be
some kind of logic that is responsible for the interaction. The modeling language of choice derives from Petri
Net specifications, with high‐level extensions, such as time considerations, property system and
customizable token game engine. Hereinafter it is being referred to as High‐Level Petri Net (HLPN). The
extensible property mechanism of the HLPN is used as the interface for the configuration of Web service
related properties.
Additional requirements are the use of Decision Support System (DSS) that is able to provide the correct
information each time there are decision points in the executed Petri net model. This DSS is the main
interface between the model based approach for the transport system and the production planning system.
With all the physical system explained in the previous section and the software tools and components, the
objective of the demonstration is:
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•

Prove the concept of service‐orientation and modular/component based approach for the scenario;

•

Transferring the pallets to the correct workstation with some degree of flexibility (based on their
production plan);

•

Use of high‐level programming (e.g. Petri net based structures) to compose the exposed atomic
services by the system;

•

Respond to some events that may happen in industrial manufacturing systems;

•

Definition of several engineering steps for the design, analysis, operation and maintenance of the
scenario;

•

Development of additional software to ease the engineering of such systems.

2.1. Structure of the Orchestration Tools
Since SoA‐based automation systems are lacking in dedicated software applications and methodologies,
effort where done in the development of several software packages for the demonstrator. In any case, system
engineering and associated tools are required to facilitate the developerʹs intervention. From the Petri nets
side, the practical usage is limited by the lack of computer tools which would allow handling large and
complex nets in a comfortable way.
The project was baptized Continuum Development Tools, named after the continuum concept used in physics
and philosophy. First developments were started by integrating already developed software components, in
special the PndK (Petri nets development toolKit), under the same umbrella. Along with the integration, it
was identified that several software packages are needed, namely: a framework for developing bots,
engineering tools for the design and managing of bots and several utilities (mainly libraries) for supporting
activities (e.g. such as communication and interface for devices).
Figure 3 represent a component diagram with the several grouped software components that were planned
for the initial compendium of the Continuum project. Target systems range from traditional PC’s (especially
for the engineering tools) to the devices that should embed the generated bot code. The groups are
categorized by the automation bots, their supporting engineering tools and additional utilities (in form of
libraries) to support the development. The main component would be the Continuum Bot Framework (CBF)
for the development of bots and their functional modules, inspired in the anatomy of living beings. Another
component, the Continuum Development Studio (CDS) that is based on an extensible Document/View
framework, provides an engineering tool for service‐oriented bots, for example, supporting the visual
description, analysis and simulation of their behavior (for now, in Petri nets formalism according to the
definition of T. Murata, 1989). Both automation bots and engineering tools are explained in more detail in
the next subsections.
The Utilities package includes several reused software libraries and tools, some developed internally others
adopted from the outside, such as the SOA4D DPWS library (available at https://forge.soa4d.org) providing
facilities for the development of Web services and the Qt toolkit (see http://qtsoftware.com), used mainly as a
graphical toolkit for human interaction in the CDS.
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Figure 3: Main software components of the Continuum project.
The main languages of development are C and C++. The development environment was generated and is
maintained using several tools. As such, Subversion (http://subversion.tigris.org) is used as versioning
control system and CMake (http://www.cmake.org) was the choice for the building system (permitting
cross‐platform development and generation). Additionally, documentation is generated using Doxygen
(http://www.doxygen.org/). There is no specific software project management tool that is used, since the
group is constituted by few people and the development is normally done at the same place.
In addition, it was also used a 3D modeling tool, namely DELMIA (Digital Enterprise Lean Manufacturing
Interactive Application), used for the 3D representation of the demonstrator, simulation, monitoring and to
provide the connection of virtual devices.

2.1.1. Automation bots and their framework
Bots that implement several functions require a consistent anatomy to deal with the different function
modules (“organs”) in order to fulfill the necessary requirements. Other problems may arise from the
asynchronously operating modules, possible data inconsistencies and concurrent processes/threads. As a
whole, the integration of modules into a full functional bot must be considered. Similar to what happen to
most of the animals that have a nervous system, “impulses” or signals generated by modules should be
routed correctly to the destiny and be interpreted. This can be considered as a form of loose integration,
particularly event‐based integration in which modules interact by announcing and responding to
occurrences called events.
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Figure 4: Class diagram and realizations of the Continuum Bot Framework.
The main basis for the development of bots is the Continuum Bot Framework. A class diagram centered on
the CBF and realizations of modules and bots is shown in Figure 4. A module can be defined by inherit the
CBFAbstractModule class and adding special functionality to it. For example, the Petri Nets Kernel Module
uses the functions and structures of the Continuum Petri Nets Kernel library. For the DPWS Module, the
external SOA4D DPWS library was used to create a communication module, so that bots could use it to
communicate to others, via exposition of services and consumption of others’ services. An independent bot
(integrated as a stand‐alone application or library) can be obtained by deriving CBFAbstractBot, add some
custom code and specially combining required modules. See the example of a Mechatronic Bot in Figure 4
that depends on several modules.
Signals are used for intra‐specific communication of a bot, i.e. event‐based interaction between its modules.
A signal is created from the CBFSignal class and several parameters and user‐data can be set in the signal’s
instance. Signals are sent by a module and routed via the intermediate CBFModuleManager that has a
reference to each module. The receiving of signals and their analysis is done asynchronously by each
module. When a signal is received, it is saved in the local queue of the module. Internally, a module
represents a threaded close‐loop that analyses the local queue of received signals. Whenever a signal is
popped out from the queue, a code corresponding to this event is executed. The used signals mechanism can
be compared in the functional way to the Signal/Slot approach from the Qt toolkit.

2.1.2. Development studio for engineers
The application of Petri nets can range typical systems with defined behavior to more complex ones with
distributed participants. In any case, system engineering and associated tools are required to facilitate the
developerʹs intervention. From the Petri nets side, the practical usage is limited by the lack of computer tools
which would allow handling large and complex nets in a comfortable way. Therefore, the Continuum
Development Studio (CDS) is intended to provide a user‐friendly environment for several engineering tasks
of service‐oriented automation systems, since the specification and configuration of automation bots,
analysis and simulation, until the operation of the system. Figure 5 represents a screenshot of the CDS,
simulating a Petri net control model.
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Figure 5: Continuum Development Studio showing a simulated Petri net.
The development was based on a port and natural evolution of the previous PndK, enriched with a multi
document/view type framework (similar to the model‐view‐controller architectural pattern) and additional
tools. The framework was created on an insufficient basis of the used Qt toolkit (that has in fact the support
for model‐view programming in form of classes, but does not provide a framework for their management
and integration into an application). Basically the framework includes a document manager class for
supervising documents and their views, a project explorer to aggregate documents in a logical way and the
abstract classes from which the developer can create customized documents and views. The document
manager permits the creating of document and view instances in the fashion of the factory method pattern
and also the customization of their tools, e.g. menus, tool bars and other widgets. File handling (via the
operations of new, open, save, etc.) is also handled in an integrated manner for all types of documents. For
now, Petri net and text document types (and corresponding views) were implemented.
Petri net document/view permits the design, analysis and discrete simulation of Petri nets. Additionally, a
customized Property system was developed to allow the enrichment of Petri nets and their elements with
information that can be used, e.g. to associate the Petri net model to the behavior of an automation bot.
Composition of single models is provided by the Petri Net composer tool. It is also possible to import a
configured WSDL file and associate it to the transitions of the modeled Petri net, so that the transitions take
actively part in the messaging sequences when the model is deployed into a bot. There is a built‐in
orchestration engine that is able to coordinate and synchronize services (using the SOA4D DPWS library)
according to the workflow described by a Petri net. Configuration of bots (that include the Petri Nets Kernel
Module) is done mainly by describing their expected behavior via a Petri net model, including the request of
external services, exposition of its own services and device access.

2.2. Structure of the Model-based Orchestration Engine and Automation Bot
The model‐based orchestration engine is a component that can execute one or more instantiations of Petri net
models. The execution is also referred to as “token game”. The model instance realizes the implementation
of a Service. The engine uses the functions of the DPWS stack for DPWS‐conformant communication with
the referenced Services, such as WS‐Addressing and WS‐Eventing. The plug‐n‐play oriented functions of the
stack are used to discover the correct Services at runtime that are referenced by the model instance.
Besides, the dynamic deployment framework of the stack is used to allow the programming of the engine.
Programming means in this context, the download of Xml configuration files that describe the control logic
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model, its Service Class, its Device and its hosted Service. The engine implementation is interfacing with the
DPWS core via a specific Petri net service class loader that is registered to the core. This way it is possible to
integrate other engine implementations that follow different approaches.
The resource model is based on the internal registry object model of the DPWS stack. According to that
resource model, the platform can host one or many logical devices, which in turn can host one or many
Service instances. Each Service is an instantiation of a particular Service Class. The Service Class contains the
implementation of a Service as a Petri net model, where as the Service instance of it executes a copy the
model by a Petri net kernel and a token game instance. In this engine, one Service is realized by one distinct
kernel. Services, though hosted by the same physical device run independently.
The kernel and token game runs in a module (CPNKModule) in the context of the Continuum Bot
Framework and communicates with other modules (CDSModule, DPWSModule) via exchange of signals.
The Service interaction with external Service nodes is managed and driven by the DPWS module. The
previous prototype version required generated stubs and skeletons, whilst in this version, generic service
invocation, request handling and message processing are implemented at least for simple message Xml
schemes.
Continuum bot framework
CPNKModule

CDSModule

conflict

<<uses>>
Petri net registry
resource model

configure,
conflict

configure,
in, out, solve

DPWSModule
<<creates>>
Dpws middleware

<<uses>>

Communication
Runtime

Petrinet Service Class
Loader

- start / stop
<<registers>> - configuration
- load / unload service class
- listner pool
- new / free service
- invocation pool
- serialize config
- parse config
<<uses>>
Dpws core

Generic Messaging
- serialize message
- parse message

<<uses>>

<<uses>>
DPWS Core

Figure 6: Outline of the model‐based orchestration engine
The configuration of the device is done by a deployment manager application that performs the discovery of
potential deployment targets and downloads the configuration as a set of Xml descriptor files.
The runtime component is responsible for the start‐up and the configuration of the core host device. For the
example provided with this delivery, it is kept simple. Embedded environments may require a more robust
implementation. For example, the request listener and the invocation method are implemented as a pool, on
the one hand to improve the responsiveness to multiple time‐consuming requests and on the other hand, to
allow non‐sequential request‐response interactions with multiple partners.
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Figure 7: Outline of the Petri net registry resource model

2.2.1. Automation bots used in the Engine
This section describes the automaton bots (with embedded orchestration engine) to be deployed into the
control devices for coordinating the manufacturing activities of the scenario. Depending on the distribution
of automation devices on the demonstrator, each device should have embedded such an automation bot that
is responsible for its activity. As an example there can be one bot responsible for each of the lifters and
another one for the central part of the conveying system. a more modular system (but requiring more
devices and consequently bots) would be the definition of one bot for each of the 12 units and 2
workstations.
A bot is made of three main modules:
•
•
•

DPWS Communication Module,
Petri net Kernel Module,
Decision Support Module,

and is conceptually implemented using the framework explained in section “Automation bots and their
framework”. The final automation bot has the combined functionalities provided by the three modules, i.e.
the bot is a service‐oriented Petri net coordination module with internal decision support. Its logic is
managed by the Petri net Kernel Module that interprets a given Petri net model. Whenever expressed in the
model, service operations are called and waiting to be called via the DPWS Communication Module. The
conflicts and other situations are passed to the Decision Support Module.
The features of the specified automation bot for the demonstrator can be resumed in the following topics:
•

Configurable software component with the dynamic deployment feature of DPWS. This does not
configure only the automation bot, but also the 3 internal modules. For example, the Petri net Kernel
Module would receive the XML representation of a Petri net.

•

Definition of the current services based on the deployment information.

•

Automation bot can be discovered and provided services can be requested.

•

Automation bot can also request services whenever it needs to (e.g. the actual status of the internal Petri
net model represent a request for a service of another component in the system).

•

Automation bot can be reset due an occurrence of an exception (e.g. a pallet was placed somewhere).

•

Interpretation of Petri net models and coordination of services that are available from devices.

•

Lateral collaboration with other bots via service‐orientation.
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•

Conflict detection and resolution via three different mechanisms: priority of transitions, awaiting an
external event associated to transitions and answer provided by the local Decision Support Module.

•

Access to external decision making system for production plan information (e.g. to retrieve the next
production step of a pallet) and/or via the RFID readers.

•

Able to run as independent software application for PC and also possible to integrate into an automation
device with minimal changes.

The following sections resume the characteristics of each module.

2.2.2. DPWS communication module
The Communication module uses DPWS as the basis for managing the services and therefore responsible for
the communication to other components via the network. The DPWS toolkit used in this work is an
implementation of the DPWS specification, by building DPWS specific extensions on top of the open‐source
gSOAP toolkit.
The toolkit generates compact code, creating a light weight resource‐constraint program structure with a
high performance predictive parser for each service, allowing an efficient marshaling and un‐marshaling of
data. However it offers no capability of interacting with new services that appear at run‐time, making it time
costly and removing the ability to quickly react to changes since a new code has to be generated and
compiled on the client stub to integrate the unprecedented service. For these reasons there was a necessity to
do some enhancements over the DPWS toolkit to have a dynamic stub and skeleton that can invoke and
receive any kind of message.
Taking the appended features over the toolkit, it was possible to develop the Communication module that
fits in the modular framework and thus can be used as the service‐oriented communication platform for the
deployed components. Several properties are explained below.
The DPWS toolkit offers an event‐based API that reports parsing events directly to the application through
callbacks. The mix of a tree‐based WSDL structure with the event parser gives the ability of a predictive
parser that converts easily the different data types, chooses what to parse and rejects input SOAP messages
when the input does not correspond to the service specification. For this reason, a WSDL similar structure
was made in C programming language.
Modular programming concepts are applied in the Communication module providing a higher level of
abstraction and making the DPWS program interaction easier to understand. It wrappers many
functionalities from the DPWS toolkit and has a list of WSDL structures. Services can be added and removed
from the list and new services added are analyzed to determine the presence of existing parameters in other
services of the list. If equal parameters exist, local memory is reused to minimize the required memory.
A dynamic stub and skeleton were implemented. To use the dynamic stub the client has to send a C
structure containing information about the service and operation id to call as well as the arguments values of
the operation. The WSDL structure presented in the module list fills the missing information necessary to
construct the SOAP message. The dynamic skeleton does the opposite process. It receives the SOAP message
and with the help of the WSDL service it automatically de‐serialized into C structure given the information
of the service, operation id, the arguments types and values. The process of serialized/de‐serialized is
described on Figure 8.
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Figure 8: DPWS Communication Module.
The capability to dynamically add and remove services in real time promotes the reuse of the DPWS
component in other programs and increases the agility and life cycle of the software. Advantages compared
to the code generating techniques from gSOAP are the time saving and speeding up the development of
projects.
The DPWS Communication module offers a very useful set of other technical functionalities. In the server
side, the creation of new services classes, port types and operations are automatically done just by adding
the WSDL C structure to the module. It has the ability to support multiple devices (hosting services), each
one with one or more hosted services. The module manages the synchronization and identification of the
different SOAP messages using the WS‐Addressing protocol for coordination of the service operations and
device identification. On the client side, it offers an easy way to implement and perform lookups, given the
complete metadata information about the device and hosted services. It promotes a mush simpler way to
subscribe/unsubscribe services to the developer.

2.2.3. Petri net kernel module
The Petri net Kernel module was specified and developed based on an original concept on an open
methodology for customized Petri nets (see [13]).
An approach was specified for a concrete Petri nets methodology that is feasible and customized for the
studied needs. Figure 9 represents a requirement graph with the topics (or packages) that were found to be
necessary for a full featured basis. The dashed arrows indicate that the input is optional and depends on the
application.

Figure 9: Approach for the open methodology for applied Petri nets.
The core for the Petri nets used in this work is based on the formal definition of Petri nets, extracted from the
work of T. Murata (1989). The packages of Petri nets analysis and conflicts are mainly used for validation
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purposes and detection and resolution of conflicts that may be introduced in the Petri nets models. The
Property system permits the enrichment of the Petri net and its elements (e.g. transitions, places and arcs)
with user‐defined information that is not present in the formal definition of Petri nets, such as labels,
priorities, actions, etc. Timed Petri nets provide the rules for delaying the step‐wise behavior of Petri nets
and thus permits relating them with real‐time systems.
The main kernel of this methodology is the token game template. The goal of this template is to provide a
basis for Petri nets token games (an “engine” that runs a Petri net), based on the standard Petri nets
formalism and extensible to permit the inclusion customized features. In its core and to maintain an
asynchronous (independent) operation of the transitions, the template is a state machine specification for
each transition and consequently responsible for managing the transitionʹs state and evolution. The template
itself is not a fully functional token game because it only defines a set of basic operations for analyzing and
evolving transitions of the Petri net. Concrete token games can then be customized from this template.
Detailed information and mathematical basis can be found in [13].
The subsequent paragraph define the main basis of a complete Petri net “engine” that was used as a basis for
the Petri net Kernel Module and adjacent modules.
The following application library defines a Petri nets controller that can be used for the modeling, analysis
and execution, embedded into software applications and/or devices. In terms of services, needs and requests
are used in the description of predicted device behavior and also in the definition of service‐workflows (as in
traditional orchestration). The purpose of the library is to provide Petri nets definition capabilities,
properties extraction from analysis and also to be used in simulation and real time service‐based systems.
First, some background information for the used service approach. For this work, a service is not considered
as an implementation or as a specification by a Petri net model (such as in most Petri net based orchestration
publications), instead service elements (e.g. ports and operations) are viewed as associations to Petri nets
elements. Moreover, the concept of service interface is referenced instead of the service itself, because the
interface provides the description of services to be used by providers (for its realization) and requesters (for
its use). For sake of simplification, a service interface can be defined by its name, description (requirements
to use the service), location, provider and set of ports. Each port is a realization of a port type. A port type is
an abstract collection of operations that describe actions and related message exchange patterns.
Figure 10 represents the specified Petri nets controller (library) and additional modules. The modules have
dedicated tasks that complement the work of the Petri nets engine. For short, Service Infrastructure has the
necessary functions to provide service capabilities (to make possible to communicate to other service‐
oriented software components and devices); Device Interface permits to access the hosting device (if the
application runs on one), mainly for reading and setting I/O signals; Graphical User Interface (GUI) can be
used for visual representations and also communication to the user; Decision Support System (DSS) is used for
conflict resolution and exception handling.
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Figure 10: Developed Petri nets controller/library using the open methodology.
Besides the formal structures/rules and analysis capabilities provided by Petri nets, the real “juice” of the
controller is the ability to interpret Petri nets models and their association to services and device signals.
First of all, properties must be defined and associated to Petri nets elements. For the sake of simplicity, only
transitions were characterized, because they represent the interaction to the “outside world”. Transitions
have a label and also several action properties, e.g. label, service.in_op, service.out_op, device.in_sig,
device.out_sig. The service action properties are used to describe input and output operations of a service
port, i.e. messages to be waiting for (in) and messages to send (out). For the device, the action properties
define signals to be tested (in) and signals to be written (out). The action properties can be used by the Petri
nets engine by accessing the corresponding module, in this case the Service Infrastructure and the Device
Interface.
The handler functions of the token game template for each transition operate over these properties. The
enabled function ωhe tests first if the transition is in conflict and if this is true, it reports the information to the
DSS module and awaits its instruction. If no conflict is present, ωhe considers the service.in_op and
device.in_sig. Only if both are true (i.e. service message is available and valid signal from the device), the
transition enters the firing mode (corresponding to returning (U)pdate by the enabled function or
(S)leep/(J)ump for asynchronous handling). If some of the action properties are not defined, they are not
considered (in this case meaning true). Similarly, the firing function ωhf considers the service.out_op and
device.out_sig, sending a message and writing a signal (if defined). The exception function ωhx is only used on
transitions that were disabled (e.g. in case of conflict resolution) and this event is transmitted to the DSS. The
wake‐up function is called in asynchronous handling from the modules to signalize that events are finished
and that the token game can consequently enter or leave the firing process of a transition.
Each transition has its own state machine defined in the token game template TSM(t). In a whole, the
evolution of the transitions is done in a sequential loop (as seen in Figure 10) until a stop command is
received or a dead‐end was detected. Commands can be received for example via the GUI and from the
other hand, it may send monitoring/status information back to the GUI (for visualization purposes).
Figure 11 shows the sequence diagram of signals concerning the Petri net kernel module (CPNM).
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DPWS/CDSM

CPNM
Request: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_TERMINATE

1)

Inform: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_TERMINATE
Request: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_CONFIGURE

1) 2)

Inform: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_CONFIGURE
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_START
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_START
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_EVOLVE
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICT
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICT
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_EXCEPTION
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_EXCEPTION
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_EXCEPTION
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_PRIORITY
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_IN
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_IN
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_OUT
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_OUT
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CLEAR_TRANSITION_CACHE
Subscribe: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_STATUS
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_STATUS

...

Cancel: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_STATUS

Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_RESET
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_RESET

?

Signal parameters:
● Request: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_TERMINATE
▪ value: ignore
▪ data: NULL
● Inform: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_TERMINATE
▪ value: CPNM_VALUE_OK | CPNM_VALUE_ERROR
▪ data: NULL
● Request: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_CONFIGURE
▪ value: ignore
▪ data: (CPNMConfiguration*)
● Inform: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_CONFIGURE
▪ value: CPNM_VALUE_OK | CPNM_VALUE_ERROR
▪ data: NULL
● Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_START
▪ value: if < 0 then start all tokengames, else start a specific one
▪ data: NULL
● Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_EVOLVE
▪ value: transition_id
▪ data: (unsigned) tokengame_id
● Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICT
▪ value: tokengame_id
▪ data: (CPNKConflictsSetType*) conflicts_set
● Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICT
▪ value: tokengame_id
▪ data: (CULVector<CPNKIndexType>*) priority_vector (id's of transition
in priority order)
● Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_EXCEPTION
▪ value: CPNM_VALUE_ERROR | CPNM_VALUE_DEADEND |
CPNM_VALUE_INVALID_SIGNAL | ...
▪ data: (unsigned) tokengame_id
● Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_PRIORITY
▪ value: tokengame_id
▪ data: (CULVector<int>*) priorities (set to -1 if corresponding transition
should maintain the actual priority value)
● Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_IN
▪ value: transition_id
▪ data: (unsigned) tokengame_id
● Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_IN
▪ value: transition_id
▪ data: (unsigned) tokengame_id
● Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_OUT
▪ value: transition_id
▪ data: (unsigned) tokengame_id
● Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_OUT
▪ value: transition_id
▪ data: (unsigned) tokengame_id
● Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CLEAR_TRANSITION_CACHE
▪ value: transition_id
▪ data: (unsigned) tokengame_id
● Subscribe: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_STATUS
▪ value: tokengame_id
▪ data: NULL
● Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_STATUS
▪ value: tokengame_id
▪ data: (CULVector<CPNKElementType>*) marking
● Cancel: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_STATUS
▪ value: tokengame_id
▪ data: NULL
● Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_RESET
▪ value: tokengame_id
▪ data: NULL

Notes:
● The signals are all optional and can be used in different sequence as represented
● An reply (inform) to a corresponding request is only send if the request had the protocol CBF_SEPR_REQUEST_REPLY instead of CBF_SEPR_REQUEST or
CBF_SEPR_REQUEST_INFORM
● The signals can only be used when the module is in CBF_LF_STATE_RUNNING state (except where indicated)
1) Can be used when the module is in CBF_LF_STATE_NOT_CONFIGURED or CBF_LF_STATE_RUNNING states
2) Configuration may (or not) change the state of the module (from CBF_LF_STATE_NOT_CONFIGURED to CBF_LF_STATE_RUNNING, or vice-versa)

Figure 11: Sequence diagram and additional information about signals of the CPNM.

2.2.4. Decision support module
Petri nets and their several extensions are used to model systems where concurrency, resource sharing and
information flow are important. Being a fixed way to represent a system, it includes mechanisms to
introduce some flexibility. Decision points, alternative ways and other conflicts are characteristics that can be
modeled in Petri Nets. A conflict can be viewed as a resource or state that is to be taken by more entities than
its capacity or transitions that activate from the same state leading to different paths. Both of the two
situations requires mechanisms that should pro‐actively detect conflicts and resolve them. The existence of
conflicts should be understood as an opportunity of applying decision to a more flexible system.
All these complex situations at runtime require a complement mechanism to decide over the application and
execution of processes, in a form of Decision Support Systems (DSS). It is now a matter of question where the
decision supporters should be employed. Global deciders may have the full view of the system, but
introduces also hierarchical dependencies and thus reduces the reconfiguration capabilities. Local deciders
that complement the control of a device are more concerned with lateral collaboration with other similar
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companions, enhancing the autonomy and the systems flexibility. A mix of both approaches can be used to
balance the values of the several parameters, and contribute to the overall system’s performance and
flexibility.
The following topics describe where additional help is needed in terms of decision, to increase the power of
Petri nets:
•

Selection of the firing transition between several ones that are in conflict (resolution of conflicts);

•

Petri nets analysis to support decision, including behavioral and structural analysis, path finding and
simulation;

•

Selection of the best service or operation to execute when the associated transition is enabled or firing;

•

Management of the Petri net: decide when to run, stop, and reset a Petri net;

•

Automatic composition and aggregation of Petri nets.

The degree of complexity associated to the decision‐making instance can range from simple algorithms to
complex cognitive systems, such as multi‐agent systems, neural networks and genetic algorithms. There may
be different ways to make a DSS more intelligent; the most frequently suggested method is to integrate a
DSS with an expert system. Although, in order to create a distributed system and considering that the DSS
is going to be implemented in embedded devices, we must be aware that this kind of systems are strictly
restricted in terms of memory and processing power.
A general architecture of a service‐oriented device or component with a DSS is depictured in Figure 12. The
DSS provides two kinds of decisions to the Petri net controller. The most basic one, the passive decision, is
requested by the Petri net itself (for example, several transitions in conflict) to the DSS and awaits an answer.
From the other hand, the active decision is pro‐actively provided by the DSS in several situations (e.g.
analyzing parameters that are over a determined threshold, such as temperature, and intervene as
necessary). The DSS can be decomposed in three parts, as it will be described later on this section. In terms of
behavior analysis, a simple architecture can be described as a device with a predicted control (from the Petri
net) and an unpredicted control (from the DSS). Therefore, the combination of the two advance mechanisms
were thought to enhance the autonomy of the component. This approach is also used to enable the
component to interoperate with other components in the system, by providing and requesting services, in a
form of mutual collaboration. Overall, it helps in the systems flexibility to respond and adapt to new
situations, and consequently reconfigure as necessary.

Figure 12: General specification of decision mechanisms to support the application of Petri nets.
Even though the device is autonomous enough with its DSS to find its own services, it does not have any
topology knowledge in order to know which services are also available through the rest of the system.
Avoiding the enormous volume of messages to find the available services in a reactive manner and avoiding
a static configuration where the inclusion or exclusion of other devices would need a total reconfiguration of
the system, the DSS contains Neighborhood Knowledge (NK). The NK means that every time a new device
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is included in the system, it broadcasts a message to all others devices with its connections to the others and
the available services. Since the topology of the system will only change each time a device is introduced or
removed from the system, the messages exchange will only need to take place in that specific time. This way
is possible to have a type of “plug&play” based service‐oriented devices in a distributed and flexible system.
More information can be obtained from [10].
Figure 13 shows the sequence diagram of signals concerning the decision support module (CDSM).

DPWS/CPNM

CDSM
Request: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_CONFIGURE

1) 2)

Inform: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_CONFIGURE
Request: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_TERMINATE

1)

Inform: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_TERMINATE

Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICT
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICT
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_EXCEPTION (Not implemented)
Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_RESET(Not implemented)
Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_STATUS

Request: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_ASKPRODUCTINFO
Inform: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_INSERTPRODUCT
Inform: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_UPDATEPRODUCT
Inform: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_REMOVEPRODUCT
Request: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_RESET
Inform: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_RESET

3)

Signal parameters:
● Request: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_CONFIGURE
▪ value: ignore
▪ data: (CDSMConfigurationData*)
● Inform: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_CONFIGURE
▪ value: 1
▪ data: NULL
● Request: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_TERMINATE
▪ value: ignore
▪ data: NULL
● Inform: CBF_LF_DESCRIPTOR_TERMINATE
▪ value: 1
▪ data: NULL
● Request: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICT
▪ value: tokenGameID
▪ data: (CPNKConflictsSetType*)
● Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_CONFLICT
▪ value: tokenGameID
▪ data: (CULVector<CPNKIndexType>*)
● Inform: CPNM_DESCRIPTOR_STATUS
▪ value: tokenGameID
▪ data: (CULVector<CPNKElementType>*)
● Request: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_ASKPRODUCTINFO
▪ value: tokenGameID
▪ data: (int) actualPlace
● Inform: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_INSERTPRODUCT
▪ value: tokenGameID
▪ data: (ProductInfo*)
● Inform: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_UPDATEPRODUCT
▪ value: tokenGameID
▪ data: (ProductInfo*)
● Inform: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_REMOVEPRODUCT
▪ value: tokenGameID
▪ data: (ProductInfo*)
● Request: CDSM_DESCRIPTOR_RESET
▪ value: tokenGameID
▪ data: NULL

Notes:
●
1)
2)
3)

The signals can only be used when the module is in CBF_LF_STATE_RUNNING state (except where indicated);
Can be used when the module is in CBF_LF_STATE_NOT_CONFIGURED or CBF_LF_STATE_RUNNING states;
Configuration may (or not) change the state of the module (from CBF_LF_STATE_NOT_CONFIGURED to CBF_LF_STATE_RUNNING, or vice-versa);
It is implemented with the CBF_SEPR_REQUEST_REPLY protocol, but it should be changed to the CBF_SEPR_REQUEST protocol since it does not wait
for an INFORM signal.

Figure 13: Sequence diagram and additional information about signals of the CDSM.

2.3. Application Scenario: Electronic Assembly Demonstrator located in Seligenstadt
The demonstrator used to illustrate the application of the PN‐based Orchestration Approach/Tools for SoA is
based on instances of the unidirectional transfer unit, cross transfer unit and lifter unit from the
Prodatec/FlexLink Dynamic Assembly System (DAS) 30 (see Figure 14 and Figure 15). The DAS 30 transfer
system combines flow‐oriented production control and modular automation with ergonomic manual
assembly solutions, providing flexibility and versatility.
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Figure 14: Electromechanical Assembly Scenario located in Seligenstadt

Figure 15: Layout of the demonstrator

The central part of the transfer system (units 1‐3, 5‐7, 9‐11) is made of nine transfer units (conveyors) of the
unidirectional and cross types, represented in Figure 16. The unidirectional transfer unit provides an input
and an output port and the cross transfer unit provides transfers not only in the longitudinal but also in
transversal axis. Moreover, the cross transfer unit may be seen as a composition of two devices, namely a
unidirectional transfer unit and a lifter with directional transfer capabilities.
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Figure 16: Types of transfer units used in the central part of the demonstrator
The lower transfer unit (12) has the same behavior as the normal unidirectional transfer unit (such as unit 6),
but is physically longer.
Lifter units are identified by the units 4 and 8 in Figure 15 and represented in Figure 17. Besides being the
interface between the upper and lower part of the system, they are also responsible for transferring pallets
into and out of the factory cell.

Figure 17: Lifter unit
The pallets enter in the system through the lifter 4 and are conveyed using alternative paths to achieve the
two workstations associated to the transfer units 2 and 10. These transfer units have the possibility to halt the
pallet during the required amount of time for the execution of the operation. At the last the pallets are routed
outside through the lifter 8. Each transfer unit has a RFID (Radio‐Frequency IDentification) reader/writer for
identifying the pallets and transmitting information to them.
The engineering approach using the Continuum Development Tools is shown in Figure 18. The main
engineering approach is done offline using several tools. Once the design phase is concluded, the results are
generated into XML configuration files that are then downloaded into the devices that host the PN‐based
orchestration engine. When the engine starts the execution of the model, the first step is the discovery and, if
necessary, the subscription to event notifications of services, which are offered by the Prodatec/FlexLink
equipments. Those services offered by the production equipment are developed using the ControlBuild tool
chain. The logics of the device function blocks are implemented with IEC61131‐3 language and deployed to
the controller devices (Advantys STB) via the dynamic deployment service.
The PN orchestration engine itself is also embedded in a controller device (Advantys STB) but is not bound
to a particular physical automation device, because production functions are managed via Web Services
protocols only.
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Continuum Development Studio (Editor)

Automation Device (STB)
Running Continuum
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Deployment/Configuration XML

Services
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Figure 18: Continuum Development Tools for SOCRADES Project
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3. BPEL-Based Orchestration Tools
The BPEL framework in the Orchestration Tools has not undergone large‐scale conceptual changes since
deliverable D5.2.1 [18] although the software implementation has been updated. However, the use of
ontologies and the new Ontology Service are a recent addition to the Orchestration Tools.
Figure 19 visualizes the relationships of the various components in the BPEL‐Based Orchestration Tools
framework. In the figure, the abbreviation OE stands for Orchestration Engine. Ontology Manager and
Orchestration Engine service do not actually use the Service Explorer application as the figure seems to
suggest. However, in communicating with web services, they rely on several software components that are
conceptually part of Service Explorer.
OE
OE
Service
Service

Service
Explorer

UDDI

Ontology
Service

Ontology
Manager

Service

Service

Service

Service

Service

Figure 19: A conceptual view of the BPEL‐based orchestration tools.
The components of the framework will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections. In this section,
only a brief summary of them is provided.
The Service Explorer is an application designed for continuous user interaction and can be used for
discovering available web services as well as invoking their operations.
The Orchestration Engine (OE) is a web service implemented with the DPWS4J stack [19]. The service is
capable of executing BPEL processes in a script‐like manner.
The Ontology Service is implemented with the DPWS4J stack. Its purpose in the framework is to maintain an
ontology model of the overall production system and the various web services comprising it. Ontology
Manager is a client application that provides the link from events originating from the system components to
the corresponding updates in the ontology model.

3.1. Service Explorer
The Service Explorer is an application for discovering DPWS‐compliant devices and web services hosted by
them. In addition, the application can interface with a UDDI repository to discover and publish web
services.
In order to use a discovered web service, its WSDL file must be available at the address specified by the
service’s metadata. In addition, the WSDL file must fulfill certain restrictions to be successfully parsed by the
application. If the WSDL file of a web service can be successfully read by Service Explorer, it is possible to
invoke the operations provided by the service.
Service Explorer features a dialog for executing BPEL processes. BPEL processes can also be executed by
using the Orchestration Engine service, and the principles and software implementation are basically the
same in both of the cases. Thus, executing BPEL processes is covered in more detail only in Section 3.2. The
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Service Explorer also supports web service invocation requests sent over HTTP in which a custom script
language is used.

3.2. BPEL-Based Orchestration Engine Service
The Orchestration Engine is a web service for executing BPEL processes. It features two operations.
•

GetProduct – returns the URI identifying the currently executed BPEL process and a URI identifying
the BPEL action that is currently being executed

•

SwitchProcess – takes as its input a URL that indicates the location of a BPEL process and starts
executing the process

3.2.1. Executing BPEL Processes
A BPEL process usually uses partner links which represent its communication with web services. The
partner links in the BPEL processes could be statically mapped to concrete service endpoints. However, the
Orchestration Tools currently do not use static endpoint definitions. Instead, if a BPEL process uses partner
links, user interaction is required to associate concrete service endpoints with the partner links. After reading
the BPEL process from XML, a dialog is displayed, in which the user must select either a BPEL process or a
web service instance for each partner link. If a BPEL process is selected, the user must specify bindings for
each of its partner links, as well, in a similar manner. Either a service discovered with DPWS or a service
published in a UDDI registry can be selected. DPWS services are identified with the serial numbers of the
hosting devices (it is assumed that each device hosts at most one service), while UDDI services are identified
by generated identifiers, for example, ‘UDDI 1’, in which the number refers to the ordering of the services in
the registry.

3.2.2. Orchestration Engine Service Client
Although the Orchestration Engine service can be used quite easily with, for example, the Service Explorer, a
dedicated client application has been developed. The client application can be used even if the WSDL file of
the service is not available because it contains a default identity of the Orchestration Engine service.

3.3. Ontology Service
The Ontology Service is a web service which can be used to maintain a logical view of the problem domain,
such as the production machinery (web services) and their states. Updates to the ontology model are
performed through a client application. The client application, Ontology Manager, subscribes to notification
events originating from the web services. The user provides a set of update rules that are used by the
Ontology Manager to determine when and how the ontology model should be updated.
Figure 20 illustrates the use of Ontology Service. In the initialization phase, Service Explorer is used to set
the ontology model hosted by the Ontology Service. The ontology model typically represents the various
web services that are used in the production system and their states. Also in the initialization phase, the
Ontology Manager is used to scan the network and subscribe to the discovered services.
During runtime, the Ontology Service is used to query the status of the production system (1). Based on the
acquired information, a decision of the next action is made by application logic, for example, a BPEL process
executed by Orchestration Engine service. Then, certain operations are executed on a set of web services to
take that action (2). Invoking operations on web services typically triggers certain events. Since Ontology
Manager has subscribed to the web services, it receives event notifications from the services (3). After
receiving a notification message, Ontology Manager compares it to the condition part of each of the
predetermined update rules. Each rule that matches the notification contains several SPARQL update
statements that are then executed (4).
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Set ontology model (init.)

Ontology
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Service
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Figure 20: Ontology Manager works as a mediator between web services and the Ontology Service.

3.3.1. Ontology Manager
The Ontology Manager is a client application for the Ontology Service. An Ontology Service instance must
be discoverable through DPWS in order to run Ontology Manager. Once the application is started it scans
the network, and if several Ontology Service instances are discovered, the user must select one of them.
The Ontology Manager attempts to subscribe to all event notifications of all web services that are discovered
with DPWS. Ontology Manager features a GUI for creating and editing update rules. Rules can also be saved
to and loaded from a file. Since the rules are saved in XML format, they can be edited fairly easily with any
text editor.
The update rules affect the ontology model that is hosted by the Ontology Service. The ontology model must
be specifically set by invoking the SetBaseOntology operation of the Ontology Service. This can be done, for
example, with the Service Explorer or Ontology Manager.
Figure 21 shows the main user interface of the Ontology Manager. In the Figure, the update rule
LocationUpdate is displayed. The rule applies to TrfStat05 notifications regardless of the data in the elements.
From the sole update request statement of the rule, it can be seen that the values of the elements
conveyorName and evt are inserted in the SPARQL Update request that is executed when a matching
notification arrives.
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Figure 21: Update rules can be viewed and edited in Ontology Manager.

3.3.2. Ontology Update Rules
An update rule consists of a set of conditions and a set of SPARQL update statements. The update
statements do not necessarily have to strictly follow the SPARQL Update language syntax because they may
also contain keywords, enclosed in ‘#$’ and ‘$#’, which are replaced when a notification message is received
and the decision is made to execute the rule. However, it is required that each statement follows the syntax
after all the keywords have been replaced. The keywords refer to the elements that occur in the notification
messages. The namespace of the elements is not considered but only their local names. Thus, to insert the
text content inside the element with the local name evt into an update statement, one would type the string
‘#$evt$#’ in the query. If the element contained the text ‘12’, it would be used to replace the string before the
statement was executed.

3.4. Applying the BPEL-Based Orchestration Tools
When an Orchestration Engine service is executing a BPEL process, the execution may halt due to an
unexpected error. For example, a conveyor module may contain a pallet, and the execution of the BPEL
process cannot continue normally. These errors can be detected in, for example, the If‐activities of the BPEL
processes, and alternative paths chosen. Typically in these scenarios, a new BPEL process is determined, the
orchestration engine is switched to execute the new process, and the old process terminates.
In the application scenario, one Orchestration Engine service is started per pallet. The service runs BPEL
processes that guide the pallets movements in the assembly system, and interact with the production
services to fulfill the production requirements of the product carried by the pallet. Exactly one BPEL process
is executed at a time. In addition, one Ontology Service is required to maintain a model of the overall
system, and one Ontology Manager is required to interface with the Ontology Service and update the
ontology model.
Assuming that a pallet has received an operation at the left workstation of the intermediate segment, a
notification is sent by the web service representing the conveyor segment. Ontology Manager receives the
notification and selects the update rule that matches it. Next, it completes the SPARQL Update statements of
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the rule with the data included in the notification message and requests Ontology Service to execute the
statements. As a result, the ontology model contains information on the new operation received by the
pallet. After the updates have been performed, the BPEL process executed by Orchestration Engine executes
SPARQL queries with the Ontology Service to determine the next operation required by the pallet, the
location where the operation can be performed and the shortest unblocked path to that location from the
current location of the pallet. The result of the queries can be, for example, a path from the processing
location of the left workstation to the processing location of the right workstation. Based on the path, a BPEL
process is formulated, and the Ontology Service is requested to execute it. Hence, the pallet begins to travel
to its new destination.
Figure 22 shows a sequence diagram of the example scenario discussed in this section. In the beginning of
the diagram, the pallet is moved to the left workstation of the intermediate segment, after which the event
notification is triggered.

Figure 22: A sequence diagram visualizing the example application scenario.

3.5. Application Scenario: Electronic Assembly Demonstrator located in Tampere
The electronic assembly demonstrator located at TUT’s facilities in Tampere is composed of three
consecutive assembly lines communicated by a material handling system integrated by Flexlink/Prodatec
single conveyor and cross‐conveyor modules. The assembly lines are designated start segment, intermediate
segment and end segment, respectively. Each of the segments contains its own set of workstations, and a pallet
can be routed to a previous segment through the lower conveyor line. Figure 23 shows a drawing of the
overall system. On the left, before the start segment, there is the start lifter for moving pallets from the lower
line to the main line, and after the end segment there is the end lifter for moving pallets to the lower
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conveyor line. In addition there is an intermediate lifter in between the intermediate segment and the end
segment. The intermediate lifter can move a pallet from the mainline of the intermediate segment to the
lower conveyor line or from the lower conveyor line to the mainline of the end segment.
The start segment contains one automatic workstation, which is a robotic cell, and a manual workstation.
The intermediate segment contains two manual workstations, and the end segment contains only one
manual workstation. The manual workstations in each of the three segments are of different types.

Intermediate
segment

End
segment

Start
segment

Figure 23: The electronic assembly system located at TUT consisting of three segments.
Each segment is composed of a main transportation line and one or two workstations, which are designated
the left and right workstation according to the direction of the pallet flow on the mainline. For example, in
the start segment, the robotic cell (the large unit with glass panes) is the left workstation.
The pallet flow on the lower conveyor line is opposite to the pallet flow on the mainline. Thus, the lower
conveyor line and the three lifters allow returning pallets to an earlier conveyor segment. This is useful, for
example, if a pallet requires first some operation that is provided in the last conveyor segment and after that
some operation that is provided in the first segment, and the operations cannot be performed in a reversed
order. In addition, a situation may arise, where a workstation providing some operation required by pallet A
is already occupied by pallet B. Then, it may be necessary to reroute pallet A to the lower conveyor line to
prevent it from blocking the pallet flow.
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4. Release Notes for Model-based Orchestration Engine
4.1. Features / New Features
PN Designer: Extensible Property system.
In order to allow the configuration of Petri net properties in a more user friendly and flexible way an
extensible property system has been integrated into the design tool, which allows to set customizable
properties for a Petri net document, Place and Transition element. For instance, these properties are used to
configure messaging parameters for Places and Transitions and exported to the Service descriptor files.

PN Designer: XML‐based project storage format.
The previous project format was based on a binary serialization of the internal memory structure of a project,
which made it hard to be post‐processed by other external tools. The XML‐based description of project and
properties contains structural information and layout information about the Petri net model. Using XML the
information is open to external tools, such as the deployment generator tools.

Orchestration tools: Composition tool.
By means of the composition tool, the user can synthesize a system model from smaller separated
component models by linking matching model ports. This tool is required to surmount the existing
restriction of the design tool that forbids the composition of a model from other models by insertion, e.g.
copy and paste.

Orchestration tools: Dynamic deployment tools.
The descriptor files which are downloaded to the orchestration engine via the dynamic deployment
management service are generated from the Petri net model, WSDL files and descriptor files of the
referenced devices/services. Before, the user had to create the set of files manually, which was an error prone
procedure.

PN Engine: Real‐time Petri net engine.
The current version of the Petri net engine is separated form the Continuum design and simulation tool for
Petri nets. The previous PndK version (D5.2.1) had the engine and kernels integrated and allowed visual
feedback and manipulation of the models. The current version of the engine allows the interpretation of Petri
net models in real‐time and communicates via Web Service standards only.

PN Engine: Integrated generic messaging component
The integrated generic messaging component uses the generic messaging API of the DPWS stack which
allows to send and receive SOAP messages without the need of using generated stubs and skeletons. The
generic messaging component is configured via WSDL files that are processed by the dynamic deployment
tools and downloaded to the orchestration engine via the dynamic deployment management service.

PN Engine: Integration of basic decision support module.
The HLPN‐based orchestration engine allows the detection of conflict situation at run‐time and is able to
invoke an internal decision support module, which is able to provide a resolution of certain conflicts in the
Petri net model, such as selection of particular Transitions from a set of conflicting Transitions. However, in
order to provide such low‐level decisions, the decision module interfaces with external decision support
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systems, by providing more high‐level information, such as a product‐id or pallet‐id and a location where
the conflict occurred (see D5.4.2 decision support interface).

PN Engine: Engine embedded in a controller.
An embedded version of the orchestration engine has been integrated into an IO prototype device (Advantys
STB).

4.2. Conformance
The model‐based orchestration engine has been implemented on top of the DPWS core stack software
component. The used version is 2.1.0, which is available on SOA4D website as release version dpwscore2.1.0.
It is not possible to use earlier versions of the stack because the configuration schema for dynamic
deployment has changed and minor changes were applied to the public DPWS APIs. For some engine
functionalities private DPWS APIs had to be used, which could change for future stack versions and could
potentially bring up problems when using a version later than 2.1.0.

4.3. Installation and upgrade information
4.3.1. Compilation
Setup the project of your build environment of your choice by usage of the CMake tool (available at
http://www.cmake.org). Use CMake version 2.6.x. This user guide will refer to Visual C++ 2008 Express
Edition. However, CMake supports other build environments but mainly Visual Studio Express 2008 has
been used and tested up to now.
In order to use the Continuum design tools provided by QT for Visual Studio, QT 4.4.1 has to be compiled
(newer versions may also work). Due to the size this task usually takes a couple of hours.
If there is a need to compile DPWS stack and toolkit please refer to the user guide and documentation
furnished with the DPWS toolkit. Note, that the release version dpwscore2.1.0 is required, earlier versions,
such as 2.1M7 are not supported anymore. However, the Continuum libraries can be linked dynamically or
statically with the precompiled DPWS runtime library. The latest CMake configuration file includes the
sources of DPWS by default.
Get a copy of pthreads for win32 at http://sources.redhat.com/pthreads‐win32. Pthreads‐win32 is an Open
Source Software implementation of the Threads component of the POSIX 1003.1c 1995 Standard for
Microsoftʹs Win32 environment.
The detailed build and setup process is described in the user guide appended to this deliverable [20].

4.3.2. Installation
The Continuum design, deployment and configuration tools are provided as a zip‐package that can be
unpacked manually to any place in local file system or as well be installed by a simple install script.
The PC‐version of the orchestration engine components and the accompanying examples have to be built
from source code with an build environment supported by CMake, e.g. Microsoft Visual Studio.
The embedded version of orchestration engine has been ported and integrated into a particular automation
device, the Advantys STB network interface module. The source code for the firmware and the integration
components for the orchestration engine are not available by source code. The installation of the
orchestration engine is done by FTP download of the firmware images and runtime configuration files.
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4.3.3. Version compatibility
Petri net projects created with the PndK design tool, which was delivered in D5.2.1, are incompatible with
the current Continuum design tool version and cannot be opened or imported.

4.4. Downloading the Model-based Orchestration Engine
•

Continuum binaries are available on SOCRADES workspace in Groove under directory
“WP05/Deliverables/D5.2.2/”.

•

DPWS stack version 2.1.0 Æ http://soa4d.org/

•

QT sources and libraries Æ http://trolltech.com/downloads.

•

Cmake cross‐platform build system Æ http://www.cmake.org/cmake/resources/software.html

•

Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Redistributable Package (x86), if you do not have Visual Studio installed.
Æ http://www.microsoft.com/downloads

•

Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 Æ http://www.microsoft.com/downloads

•

Optional: Apache HTTP Web server for provision of WSDL and Xml Schema files via HTTP.
Æ http://httpd.apache.org/.
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